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INTRODUCTION TO PERU ➢ Population:  ~ 32, 626, 000

➢ Physical context: ~ 1, 285, 215 million km²

Peru is typically divided into three main topographical zones. These are:
(a) the narrow plains of the coast (costa), (b) the central highlands and

valleys (sierra), and (c) the forested expanse of eastern Amazonia

(selva).

➢ Climate: Peru has 38 climate types, due to the interaction between the

different climatic factors that affect it and its geographical position in the

tropics, the Andes Mountain range, which configures complex
physiography. Among the largest climates we have the arid and

temperate on the coast, rainy and cold in the mountains, and very rainy

and hot in the jungle.

INTRODUCTION TO THE COUNTRY AND THE NMHS
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INTRODUCTION TO SENAMHI Mandate: The National Service of Meteorology and Hydrology of Peru -

SENAMHI, is a public agency under the Ministry of the Environment.

SENAMHI aims to generate and provide information and meteorological,
hydrological and climatic knowledge in a reliable, timely and accessible

manner for the benefit of Peruvian society.

Budget: $ 15 mil. US dollar

MINISTRY OF 
ENVIRONMENT
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SUMMARY OF NATIONAL OBSERVING CAPABILITIES

1014 STATIONS 674 MANUAL STATIONS ( 97 MANUAL RAINGAGES )340 AWS

CURRENT SITUATION

NAVY 
~ 10 Ocean- meteorological 

stations

https://linkshortner.net/RIEti

NATIONAL WATER AUTORITY
~ 100 Hydrometeorological

stations
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NMHS – SENAMHI 
GOES DCS DCP (AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS)

METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGYCAL 
STATIONS

(~ 300 STATIONS) 

https://www.senamhi.gob.pe/?p=estaciones
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SENAMHI’S Automatic Weather Stations

, 

BRANDS DATA ACCES/TELEMETRY

Picture: Stefany Bejarano



GOES DCS DATA APPLICATIONS AND USERS

• Weather Forecasting

• Water resource management

• Flood warning

• Climate monitoring

• Water level monitoring

• Weather observations (RBON/GBON WMO NETWORKS)
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• National Service of Meteorology and Hydrology of Peru

• National Water Authority

• Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation (PSI project) 

• Ministry of Transport and Communications

• Power Generation Company (EDEGEL)

• Drinking Water and Sewerage Service of Lima (SEDAPAL)

• Regional Governments (Apurimac, Ayacucho)
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GOES DCS DATA APPLICATIONS AND USERS

http://www.edegel.com/
https://www.gob.pe/sedapal


GPS ROLLOVER.-
The GPS satellites send a 10-digit binary communication message to Earth (auto station GPS antenna) with a “week 
number” counting from 0000 to 1023. Once the maximum coded week of 1024 (which carries 19.7 years), the week 
number value is reset to 0000. The GPS antenna clock will reset to zero, which is programmed by internal software 
(firmware).

Deadline of Rollover
March, 19 2023

Possible Impact 
The possible interruption of the data transmission of all the automatic stations of any organization that use this type of sa tellite 
transmitter. (Reliable data will not be stored in the memory of the data logger of the automatic weather station.)

ROLLOVER EVENT

Last Rollover
April, 6 2019
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340066251_Poster_Jorge_Chira_NOAA_AMS

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340066251_Poster_Jorge_Chira_NOAA_AMS
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ON SEPTEMBER 22, 2022,  NOAA ALERTS THAT OMNISAT-1 TRANSMITTER WOULD BE AFFECTED BY THE ROLLOVER EVENT

NOAA ROLL OVER WARNING 

ROLLOVER EVENT
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THE COMPANY SIGNAL ENGINEERING, 
INC, GAVE DETAILS OF THE 
AFFECTATION

ROLLOVER EVENT



Satellite and GPS Antennas
GOES 

SATELLITE 
ANTENNA 

GPS 
ANTENNA

ROLLOVER EVENT



Satellite Transmitter

ROLLOVER EVENT



• NMHS had not planned any travel commissions regarding the Rollover 
event, in fact, there was no budget in 2022 to resolve this issue.

• Budget availability would only be available ending February 2023

• Some local offices do not have technicians to sort out the Rollover 
impact

• The rainy season in Peru begins in September and lasts until March of
the next year. At that time, some roads are affected by landslides
caused by the rains, making it difficult to move throughout the
country to update the data loggers firmware of the affected DCPs.
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SENAMHI ACTIONS TO OVERCOME ROLLOVER EVENT
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https://www.gob.pe/institucion/senamhi/noticias/721545-ciclon-yaku-se-presenta-frente-al-mar-peruano

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/151183/warming-water-and-downpours-in-peru

https://www.gob.pe/institucion/senamhi/noticias/721545-ciclon-yaku-se-presenta-frente-al-mar-peruano
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/151183/warming-water-and-downpours-in-peru
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Precipitation Anomalies for 
December 2022

Precipitation Anomalies for 
February 2023

Precipitation Anomalies for 
March 2023
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https://reliefweb.int/map/peru/peru-severe-weather-dg-echo-daily-map-13032023



Actions

• Potential drawbacks were identified to carry out this activity (lack of budget, roads blocked due to protests
against the government, lack of technical personnel in the regions, beginning of the rainy season that could
generate road blocks due to rainwater flooding).

• Every detail was carefully planned to carry out the firmware update of DCP. Resources were mobilized,
optimizing travel commissions, the respective laboratory tests were carried out and the technical personnel
of each region to be affected were trained.

• 31 DCP with OMNISAT 1 satellite transmitter or equivalent that could be affected were identified.

• Coordination was made with local offices to solve the Rollover problem.

• Laboratory tests and on-site verification were carried out

• A firmware repository was organized and firmware requested from vendors was shared with local offices.

• The local offices performed the firmware update for each DCP, except one that was supported by the central
office.

• The performance of each DCP was monitored by the central office.

• A satellite transmitter was replaced because it failed when technicians tried to update the DCP firmware.
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Results

• The firmware of most DCPs was updated, except for 5 DCPs that still 
are working but are in risk of fail. 

• One DCP is inoperative due to other failures. Another DCP was not 
updated due to lack of budget but is expected to be updated next 
June. 

• Just 3 DCPs belonging to a regional government could not be updated 
due to limitations of that organization. 

• The rollover event did not cause a great impact thanks to the rapid 
intervention of the NMHS, which despite the difficulties encountered 
was able to solve this problem.
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SUMMARY

• The data generated by the DCPs that use the GOES DCS are important for several organizations
that generate services for decision-making in Peru, in addition to contributing to the international
exchange of data with the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), in support of numerical
weather prediction.

• NOAA warned of the possible impact of Rollover on DCPs in Peru, specifically the Omnisat
satellite transmitter model of the company SIGNAL ENGINEERING, INC., which had to be updated
before the Rollover impact date.

• NMHS of Peru identified the possible DCPs to be affected, and which should be updated before
the Rollover impact date. Solving this event meant a great effort on the part of SENAMHI, due to
several obstacles that arose: budgetary, political agitation, severe weather, among others.

• From the initial list of 31 DCPs that required attention, 26 were updated with firmware; one DCP
is inoperative and the rest continue to work and have not been affected by the Rollover event but
they can fail at any time if they have an electrical fault, so SENAMHI is expected to update the 5
remaining DCP firmware shortly.

• Thanks to the actions carried out and the notice from NOAA, the Rollover impact has been
minimal and the data from the DCP can continue to support decision-making at the national level
and contribute to the international exchange of data with WMO.
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